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Abstract. Educational games have started to establish themselves as
a fruitful complement to traditional teaching methods since they can
enhance motivation and actively engage learners with the subject mat-
ter. While educational games targeted toward single players still prevail,
recent years have also witnessed a growing interest to incorporate collab-
orative elements into educational games to take advantage of the positive
effects associated with collaborative learning.

In this paper we introduce Metry Mouse Missions, an educational
game which fosters collaborative problem-solving and engages young peo-
ple, aged 8–11 years old, in the construction of complex geometric models
through the interactive adventures of a daredevil mouse. A central aim of
Metry Mouse Missions is to provide an inviting interface that supports
exploration and intellectual curiosity about geometric constructions.
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1 Introduction

While educational games have established themselves as a promising complement
to traditional education methods there still exists only a limited number of edu-
cational games to date which include a collaborative dimension (cf. [10]). While
empirical studies have shown that collaborative learning can be a very effec-
tive form of learning (see, e.g., [4]), designing collaborative educational games
is not a straightforward endeavor as it has been shown that the effectiveness of
collaborative learning depends upon a variety of factors (cf. [1]) such as group
composition and the quality of the interactions between the collaborators.

In this paper we describe Metry Mouse Missions, an educational game cur-
rently in development and intended to convey geometric concepts to young peo-
ple aged 8 to 11 years. The goal of the game is to successfully maneuver a stunt
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mouse across obstacle courses composed of varied terrain, fire, and piranhas.
For that purpose, players must unlock shapes and construct obstacle tacklers by
correctly answering geometry-related questions about each desired game compo-
nent. Metry Mouse Missions encourages students to work in pairs and promotes
sustained collaborative problem solving. Friendly competition is encouraged.

2 Related Work

Given the vast amount of literature on game-based learning and collaborative
learning environments a comprehensive review of related work is beyond the
scope of this paper. We will thus limit our discussion to a few educational games
concerned with teaching concepts of geometry. Examples in this area include
the work of Ketamo [2] who described an adaptive geometry game for handheld
devices. Sedig [8], in turn, introduced a game-based learning environment called
Super Tangrams which helps children to understand transformation geometry, a
topic which has also been addressed by DOGeometry [9]. Also worth mentioning
is the work of Kiili and Ketamo [3] who developed a game where children learn by
teaching an octopus about geometrical shapes. The latter also has a collaborative
element which gives players the possibility to have their octopus compete against
those trained by other players. However, each player has to train the octopus
individually while in Metry Mouse Missions players have to work together to
master an obstacle course.

3 Theoretical Framework

Metry Mouse Missions is developed with an eye towards inclusivity and con-
structivist learning principles. Central to a constructivist learning environment
is that learners are able to choose and develop their own learning goals, and that
the environment can be adapted to the uses learners put to it. The role of declar-
ative knowledge, like facts and figures, and other forms of cognitive content, are
used to help construct new worlds that reflect diverse perspectives; they are not
the end in themselves, as an instructionist learning environment would have it.

Particularly useful in conceptualizing the flow of cognition in this learn-
ing game is Perkins’ [7] conception of the access characteristics of knowledge,
which looks at four categories of relevant knowledge (viz., knowledge, represen-
tation, retrieval, construction). Users must learn to utilize the tools of the system
through physical and mental means, and construct something completely unique
within it. Immediate feedback, active questioning, and interactivity increase
mindfulness and intrinsic motivation [5]. Generative processing is facilitated in
the game through multimedia, personalization, guided activity, feedback, and
reflection [6]. The intention is to create an interactive environment that helps
users develop more complicated schemata around geometry. Rewards (e.g., ani-
mations of the mouse running the obstacle course, cool things to make, racing
other users) are designed into the system to keep users motivated and excited
to see what comes next.
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Fig. 1. Left: A tackler has been placed in front of the water hole to allow Metry Mouse
to safely jump over it (single-player mode). Middle: The tackler for this fire obstacle is
currently build by the other player and is therefore locked (two-player mode). Right:
A player attempts to solve a question regarding the number of sides of the shape. The
circle in the middle displays the amount of time left (two-player mode).

4 Game Design

The game consists of a collaborative two-player mode and a single player mode
which is meant as a tutorial and preparation for the two-player mode. In both
modes the player is challenged through a number of racetrack obstacle courses
in need of various user-built contraptions (e.g., ramps, bridges) to help a stunt-
mouse overcome obstacles like holes, fire-pits, water holes, or hills (see Fig. 1).
These contraptions have to be built in an editor – called the Obstacle Tackler
– by arranging basic geometric shapes – that is squares, right-sided triangles,
and quadrants – in a proper way. Once the obstacle tacklers are successfully
built the users may personalize their contraptions by spray painting with pat-
terns and various color combinations. However, to place the tackler on the race
track the player must unlock it first, by answering three questions about the
geometric relationships involved in the construction (e.g., determining the area
and circumference of a shape; recognizing the number of right angles in a shape,
etc.). Each level in the game requires new tacklers to be built in order for Metry
Mouse to successfully complete the race and reach the cheese located at the end
of the race track.

In the single-player mode the user is aided in this process by a book, which
collects all the built tacklers and gives information about the geometric relation-
ships and equations. The two-player mode is different to the single-player mode
in the sense that it limits the time available to build tacklers and answer ques-
tions. This has been done to ensure a fluent game experience for both players.
Secondly, to provide incentive for both players to actively take part in the game,
players can collect stars for building tacklers (the faster a tackler is built the more
stars it is worth) and answering questions. In the latter case, a correct answer
is worth a certain amount of stars, depending on the difficulty of the question.
A wrong answer will reduce the amount by one and the players can try again,
until all stars are used up in which case the level has been lost. Stars also influ-
ence the current status of the player, reaching from Boss Clown to Dare Devil.
Beside the number of stars, the game keeps track of various statistics for each
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player (e.g., number of tacklers built, number of correct answers given, mostly
played level) which can be viewed before challenging another player. Figure 1
shows screenshots of the game from the single-player and the two-player mode.

5 Conclusion

This paper provided a short overview of the game design of Metry Mouse Mis-
sions and the theoretical foundations on which its design is based. Future work
will need to determine the effectiveness of the game in reaching the learning
objectives by conducting user studies with young learners.
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